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What qualities would you like
to see in your Iliture ASI
President and Vice President?

47%

Prior leadership
in Cal Poly
oiganizations

Prior
knou4e4ge of
student gov't
otC eiPokf

13%

11%
Aaessibihty
to students
ERIC BATTUTO M USTANG DAILY

W rite-ins
have high
h o p es
Two te a m s running for ASI
president are banking on
students to pencil th em in

While students run fk>m the heat
to air-conditioned classrooms, Blake
Bolton sits on Dexter lawn cam
paigning for Associated Students Inc.
president.
Industrial technol
ogy junior Bolton
wants everyone to
know he’s going to
stand up for students’
rights, make it easier
Blake Bolton to start a club on
campus and help the
community
and
campus solve their
differences.
“We want to
abolish the ‘Us vs.
Them’ mentality,’’
Bolton said.
Tylor
Middlestadt
In a city where
students make up a
large part of the population and
account for $1 billion in city rev
enues, Bolton said it’s about time stu
dents are given a voice.
“We’re definitely there to serve
students, and how we’re going to do
that is through our leadership and
diversity,’’ he said.
Political diversity is one of the few
things Bolton and his running mate,
architectural engineering junior
Tylor Middlestadt, have in common.
Bolton, an active member of the
Cal Poly College Republicans, ASI
Lobby Corp., Campus Crusade for
Christ and the Orfalea College of
Business Council met Middlestadt
after both were elected to the ASI
Board of Directors through their
respective colleges.
Middlestadt, a member of the
Progressive Student Alliance, College
of Architecture and Environmental
Design Student Council and a
founder of the Cal Poly chapter of
the California Student Stistainability
Coalition, is also co-founder of Soul
Speak, “a group that promotes the
awareness of social justice and worid
issues through the art of spoken
Ju stin Popov
M USTANG DAILY

The Associated Student Inc. pres
idential elections are shaping up as
usual: flashy signs, T-shirts and can
didates busy campaigning; except
this year there will only be one pair
of candidates on the ballot.
Due to switching vice presidents
after the scheduled deadline, two
hopeful candidate teams will not be
included on the ballot. Instead, they
will rely on students to pencil in

k ic k

word,’’ he said.
“We’re a very diverse ticket,’’
Bolton said.
He said differ
ing perspectives
between running
mates will be
exactly what peo
ple will be looking for when they
cast their ballots May 5 and 6.
— JiJun

o ff

Both Ellis and Perez emphasized
the importance they are putting on
staying involved with students.
“Our platform
first and foremost

election

ble,” Perez said.
They plan to
meet with students in an open
forum for residence halls and each
college every quarter as well as at a
G a rrett & Alan
table in the University Union dur
Like a neon sign in the dark, flu ing open hour a couple of times a
orescent yellow T-shirts direct stu month.
dents to “Garrett and Alan.”
“Write-in the right choice” is
Garrett Perez and Alan Ellis hope the slogan “Garrett and Alan” sup
-------------- the color draws porters wear around campus bla
attention to their zoned across the neon yellow shirts.
write-in campaign Garrett Perez and Alan Ellis believe
for the ASI presi it is true. They say their experience
dential elections. To in ASI makes them the right choice.
win though, they are
— Crystal Phemi
_________ banking on experi
Garrett Perez ence and accessibili Rory & E ric
On May 5 and 6, there will only
ty“With so much at
be two names on the
stake next year
ballot running for
because of the bud
ASI president and
get cuts, we need
vice president. That
people that have
fact might incline
been involved,” ASI
presidential-hopeful
presidential
con
Rory Scerri-Marion
Alan Ellis
tender Perez said.
and
running mate
Rory Scorri
He said his two years in ASI give Marion
Eric Ra to get a lit
him a working knowledge of the
tle overconfident.
complicated organization that will
But that’s a luxury
allow him to jump right in as pres
these two don’t have.
ident. Perez currently is the ASI
Scerri-Marion, a
Board of Directors representative
business administra
for the Orfalea College of Business
tion junior, makes
and is on the ASI Executive Staff as
sure to shake hands
director of statewide affairs.
with students at
Eric Ra
“ASI is going to be facing
every opportunity.
around $70,000 of budget cuts,” The team has raised $160 for their
Perez said. “We need to make wise campaign. Their
shirts are sprayi neir snirts
business decisions with ASI,” which painted with stencils and their signs
he feels capable of doing because of are made with stakes they took from
his schooling as a business major the dump.
with a concentration in finance and
“Every minute 1 always have to
accounting.
be talking because I don’t have that
Ellis, a political science junior, advantage of being able to put
said they are perfect for the posi- posters up all over the place and get
tions “through our experiences and my name out,” Scerri-Marion said,
what we have done this year.”
s e e ASI, page 2
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their names as “write-in” candidates.
Candidates Blake Bolton and his
running mate Tylor Middlestadt,
along with Garrett Perez and his
running mate Alan Ellis have for
mally registered with ASI and
Student Life and Leadership and
both groups will be able to partici
pate in events including next
Tuesday’s candidate’s debate.
On the other hand, the only can
didates who appear on the official
ASI candidate statements flyer are
Rory Scerri-Marion and his run

C u esta,
Hancock
reps visit
cam pus
Jam ie Brad y
MUSTANG DAILY

Cal Poly’s solution to the lack of
classes this summer quarter is to
encourage students to attend local
community colleges.
Representatives from Allan
Hancock and Cuesta College will
visit during UU Hour today. May
11 and May 20 to answer questions
that students have about register
ing and attending a community
college.
“We wanted to coordinate
options,” Rebecca Alarcio, director
of public affairs at Hancock said of
the community college and Cal Poly
conting together to help students get
the classes.
Alarcio said Allan Hancock wants
to reach out to students who would
n’t be able to get all of the classes they
need because Allan Hancock offers
major classes to Cal Poly students.
Allan Hancock and Cuesta
College worked directly with Cal
Poly to coordinate lower-division
classes that would be transferable, as
well as distance education classes that
are done online. They produced a
link on their Web sites that connect
to Cal Poly to be able to see these
classes.
Alarcio said that they have already
had many visitors on the Web site.
By last week 2,100 people had
downloaded the class list, 1,(KX) peo
ple had looked at the distance learn
ing classes and 411 people had
applied to the school.
Many students don’t realize they
have to apply to community colleges
before they can register for classes;
however, the application is extreme
ly short compared to any four-year
college application.
Julie Smith, one o f Cuesta’s acads e e Sum m er, page 2

ning mate Eric Ra.
“Candidates are obviously at a
disadvantage when they are not on
the ballot,” ASI President Alison
Anderson said.
Despite the difficulties faced by
write-in candidates, they have been
successful in past ASI elections.
Stephan Lamb of Student Life
and
Leadership
said
Steve
McShane, the founder of Running
Thunder, was victorious in his
write-in bid for ASI president

How likely are you to write in
a presidential candidate's name?

37%
63%

UnHkefy

l^ry likely

ERIC BATTIATO MUSTANG DAILY

se e Write-in, page 2

IN SID E
A Space to Create and escape
H om eless paint at the Prado D ay C enter
IN ARTS & CULTURE, page 9

H o n o rin g Pat T illm an
A true hero in athletics and life
IN SPORTS, page 16
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ASI

continued from page 1

“I don’t have money to spend on it
really, and I wouldn’t want people to
waste money on it either.”
Ra, a manufacturing engineering
senior, said they haven’t tired yet.
“We just love to interact with peo
ple,” Ka said. “We don’t just go and
say ‘Hey, vote for us,’ you know. We
like to talk to people.”
Ra’s words reflect the team’s cam

Write-in

continued from page 1

about 10 years ago. At that time, can
didates ran individually, unlike the
current system where two candi
dates run on a ticket together.
W rite-in candidates are not
required to gather the signatures or
pay the fees required by regular can
didates. In turn, they do not get
their names printed on the ballot
and are not included in ASl election
literature.
Exact spelling of the candidate’s
names will not be required. As long
as orticials reviewing the ballots can
determine who the student intend
ed to vote for, the vote will count.
O f course, to maintain the sanity of
the vote counters, correct spelling is
recommended.
Blake
Bolton
and
Tylor

Summer

continued from page 1

enne counselors said (Tiesta (T)llege
will bring copies of their summer
schedules to the events at the UU.
“We anticipate a larger than usual
number of C'al Poly students this
summer,” Smith said.
CTiesta CTfllege was originally
cutting back on classes this year, but
decided to add more classes than
usual to their schedule this summer
because C'al Polv won’t be ofl'ering
as many.
Some students feel they do not
want to attend a community college
after already being enrolled m a
tour-year university; however, there
are many perks.
Both Allan Hancock and (Tiesta
CTfllege will only be charging SIH
per unit. Students only pay for the
units they take instead of being
charged a flat fee, like at universities.

paign theme of reaching out to the
student body for input.
Initially, Scerri-Marion and Ra sat
down and made a list of issues they
wanted to address if elected.
“Then as we got into it, we real
ized more and more that what we
want to do is just work on what the
students need,” Scerri-Marion said.
So the pair is running on a “no
platform” platform. That means mak
ing themselves available to the stu
dent body and taking on their causes.

But they still have specific issues
they plan to address if elected, such as
holding the administration account
able for fee increases.
“Since my freshman year, every
quarter fees go up,” Scerri-Marion
said. “We either want to see them
start giving us more classes and more
faculty or stop charging us more
money.”
While Scerri-Marion’s position
does not account for the fact that
many fee increases result from cuts to

Middlestadt hope the initials BT
will be enough if students bubble in
“Cither” and write BT, Blake, and/or
Tylor on the designated line.
The write-in candidates are aware
of the challenges ahead and they are
ready to face them.
“ It is an obstacle to be overcome,
but it has been done in ASl C'al Poly
history, and it will be done again,”
vice president candidate Alan Ellis
said. “Right now our main goal is
just to talk to people.”
Write-in candidates m,iy also play
a part in the Board of Idirectors elec
tions for the (T)llege of Science and
Mathematics. (Tirrently there are no
orticial candidates running for the
position. Students interested in the
position are encouraged to visit the
Student Life and Leadership office in
the University Union to complete
the write-in candidate paper work.
CTimnumity colleges also have
smaller cl.iss sizes, so students will
get more student-teacher commu
nication. Some of the professors at
CTiesta College double as Cal Polv
professors.
Allan Hancock’s summer registra
tion begins M.iy .3 and summer
classes start June 21 at its campuses
in Santa Maria, Lompoc and
Solvang. Students can apply to the
school and register for classes at
Allan Llancock college’s Web site at
www.hancockcollege.edu.
Cuesta (Tillege summer registra
tion starts M.iy 10 and classes begin
in its San Luis Obispo and North
(Tniiity campuses on June 14.
Students can apply and register for
classes at its Web site at www.cuesta.edu.
Now students have more oppor
tunities to get the classes they need
to graduate even if it’s not on the
C^al Poly campus.

the eSU system, he mainly wants to
make the financial processes more
transparent to students.
“Sure, the state is in an economic
recession and we’re not getting
enough funds,” he said. “But if we are
paying more, and they’re promising
us certain things, they either need to
fulfill the promises or stop making
promises.”
Another concern of the team is
making the Cal Poly name more
nationally recognized.

More nation-wide familiarity with
C’al Poly would make job-hunting
easier for graduates, Scerri-Marion
said. He thinks that the pniversity is
too apathetic when it comes to pro
moting its accomplishments.
Not all of their goals stem from
critiques of the administration. If
elected, Scerri-Marion and Ra want
to bring back a student art gallery in
the UU and theme-oriented dances
for the entire campus
— Jake Ashley

Think Ycmi Can
Do Better?
We dare you to try.

MUSTANG DAILY is looking
for a new Editor'in'Chief for the
2004'2005 school year.

DEADLINE IS FRIDAY
Here's the deal:

Office: Bldg. 26 Rm 226
Phone: 756.1796

• You must have two quarters of Mustang Daily experience
• Submit a cover letter, resume, proposal and clips to
Andra Coberly by April 30th

Any questions? or Would like to see sample proposals?
Contact Andra: 756.17%
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How to apply:
Come by the CADRC (Bldg 117T)
and pick up an application or
email resume to;
offtce(a)cadrc.calpoly.cdu
Phone; 756-2673
http;//www.cadrc.calpoly.edu/
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State Briefs

National Briefs

PASADENA — NASA’s Spirit rover com pleted
Wednesday its longest drive yet on Mars while
traveling the “ express route’’ to a cluster o f hills
that scientists hope the robot will reach by m idJune.
Spirit drove 292 feet, setting a one-day distance
record for the rover. A recent software upgrade has
allowed the rover to travel three times the daily distance
it could previously.
That has sped it along as it traverses toward the hills,
which still lie 1.1 miles away. Spirit has traveled about
eight-tenths of a mile since landing in January.
•

•

•

WESTLAKE VILLAGE — Pleasant Holidays
travel m ogul Ed Hogan is opening a 22-acre horse
sanctuary in Hidden Valley, saying he was touched by
the plight of the horses left disabled, burned and without
shelter after California’s fall wildfires.
“The thrill that we are going to have is twofold: One is
rescuing animals that need to be cared for, and two, seeing
the delight of the young children who are going to learn
and appreciate much more these wonderful animals,” said
Hogan, chairman of Westlake Village-based Pleasant
Holidays, a tourism company specializing in tours to
Hawaii.
The horse rescue ranch will be built on undeveloped
land off Potrero Road near the Santa Monica Mountains
Conservancy. It will be operated through the Hogan
Family Foundation.
•

•

•

SAN FRANCISCO — Residents will soon be
able to get more information o ff the Internet about
high-risk sex offenders living in San Francisco.
The Board of Supervisors approved a resolution Tuesday
asking the San Francisco Police Department to add a link
to its Web site that contains pictures of the offenders and
their general locations in the city.
The police department expects to comply with the
request in a matter of weeks.
San Francisco is home to about 740 serious sex offend
ers, Supervisor Tony Hall said. About two dozen are
deemed high-risk, meaning they have been convicted of
multiple and violent sex offenses.
— Associated Press

World Brief

•

RICHMOND, Va. — Without a word o f dissent,
Virginia legislators did what once seemed unthink
able: increased the nation’s lowest cigarette tax in the
state where colonists first raised tobacco as an
American cash crop nearly 400 years ago.
The Senate and the House of Delegates, both controlled by
Republicans, passed a $1.3 billion tax package Tuesday night
that increases the state’s cigarette tax from 2.5 cents a pack to
20 cents this year and to 30 cents in 2(K)5. Democratic Gov.
Mark R. Warner had sought higher cigarette taxes and other
tax increases to balance the state’s budget.
• • •
WASHINGTON — In a sign that the Iraq conflict
is deepening, a senior officer said Wednesday that
Army and Marine Corps units have begun receiving
more tanks and other heavy armor.
The move is in response to the growing Iraqi insurgency
and the lengthening list of U.S. casualties.
Maj. Cíen. John Sattler, the operations chief for U.S.
Cientral Command, told reporters at the Pentagon that
when new Army and Marine Corps commanders arrived in
Iraq in recent weeks, they saw a deteriorated security situa
tion and decided more armor was needed for combat.
— Associated Press

•

•

•

•

UNITED NATIONS — The Security CouncU
unanimously approved a resolution Wednesday requir
ing aU 191 U.N. states to pass laws to keep weapons o f
mass destruction out o f the hands o f terrorists.
President Bush urged the council in September to close
a loophole that could allow terror groups to get a hold of
nuclear, chemical and biological weapons.
International treaties target weapons proliferation by
governments — but there are no laws to prevent “non
state actors” such as corrupt scientists, black marketeers and
terrorists from obtaining such weapons.
— Associated Press

Rory Scerri-Marion & Eric Ra
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Your Money, Your Voice, Your Vote

May 12th,
2004
Doors
6:30pm/Show
7:30pm
Cal Poly Rec.
Center
^
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•

BERLIN — Western governm ents pledged
Wednesday to redouble efforts to protect Jews as a
55-nation meeting heard Nazi death camp survivor Elie
Wiesel warn of the spreading “disease” of anti-Semitism.
Foreign ministers from Germany, Britain and other
European countries conceded on the conference’s first day
that combating anti-Semitism requires a fresh push to edu
cate young people about the Holocaust and punish perpe
trators of hate crimes.

P R E S IO E N T /V IC E P R E S ID E N T

Tickets available
now at all
{
V A LU nrx outlets
including the CP (
Mustang Ticket f
Office, Boo Boo
Records, Mid
State Fair box
office or charge
by phone at:
1-8 8 8 -8 2 5 -5 4 8 4

•

ASI STUDENT GOVERNMENT

IV itñ S p e c ia l g u e s t
”M o n te M ills '^

CAL POLY STUDENT SPECIAL
BUY 1 GET 1 FREE!!!

•

FALLUJAH, Iraq — U.S. warplanes pounded
Fallujah with 500-pound laser-guided bombs
Wednesday and Marines battled insurgents near a train sta
tion and in neighborhoods that had seemed to be quieting.
American forces decided to delay potentially dangerous
patrols into the besieged city.
The violence, carried on live television with images of
fiery destruction, came as the United States was under
increasing international pressure to prevent a revival of the
bloodshed seen in the city west of Baghdad during the first
two weeks of April.

• • •

BLAKE S H E L T O N
In concert with his latest single
"When Someone Knows You That
Well''

MADRID, Spain — A Moroccan fugitive sought
in connection with the March 11 train bombings in
Madrid was indicted Wednesday on charges o f help
ing to plan the Sept. 11 attacks in the United States
— the first suspect linked to both attacks.
Amer Azizi, 36, helped organize a meeting in northeast
Spain in July 2001 that key plotters in the U.S. attacks,
including suicide pilot Mohamed Atta, used to finalize
details. Judge Baltasar (iarzon said in the indictment.

WASHINGTON — A1 Gore, drawing from his
2000 campaign accounts, said Wednesday he will
donate more than $6 million to five Democratic
Party groups and help John Kerry fight President Bush’s
“outrageous and misleading” re-election bid.
The former vice president pledged to donate $4 million
to the Democratic National Committee. The party’s Senate
and House committees each will get SI million, and the
party from Chore’s home state of Tennessee would receive
$25(),00().
• • •
WASHINGTON — The war on terrorism gives the
government power to seize Americans and hold
them without charges for as long as it takes to ensure
they are not a danger to the nation, the Bush adminis
tration told the Supreme Court on Wednesday.
Lawyers for two men detained by the government argued
in reply that fighting terrorists cannot mean a president has
unchecked authority to snatch U.S. citizens and hold them
without a chance to plead their case.

Melisa Augusto
Todd Hirasuna
Jennifer Matz
Jared Samarin
Beth Sequeira
Nicole Sharp
Lee Smith
Christine St. Pierre
Greg Van Dyke

Arehifetur*
Jourdan Alexander
Bridget Blair
Natalie Grummcr
Tylor Hiddlestadt

Engineering
Cash Fitzpatrick
Natalia Grandillert
Todd Maki
Mike Motroni
Kristen Salinas
Joe Vacctro

BUtllfMM
Rachel Aljilani
Brent Feffer
Sabrina Hansen
Mike Jurewicz
Crystal Pangilinan
Heather Shan ley
York Jennings Shingle
Will Weatherford

Liberal Arts
Izmael Arkin
Brittany Clark
Helen Oyda
Alan Ellis
Daniel Ficalora
Jennifer Minton
Jennifer Walter
Ashley Wolf

E le c t io n s :
Wednesday, May 5
Thursday, May 6
8 a.m.-4 p.m.

P o llin g P la c e s:
Ag Bridge
Education Building Lobby (Bldg 2)
Fisher Science/ Science North Plaza
Kennedy Library (Bldg 35)
Crop Science Plaza
University Union (Bldg 65)
Candidate Statemenu aroilabte at
osi.catpaly.edu/gavemment
The filing period for ASI elections hat
ofpcially closed. If you are interested
in being a write~in candidate, come to
UU217 for write-in filing forms.
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Bridge

Guard leaving
security detail
Lesley Guth
ASSOCIATED PRESS

SAN FRANCISCO — The
C'alitornia National Ciuard is stand
ing down Friday From the (iolden
Cate Oridge, where guards wearing
eainourtage and carrying assault
weapons have been patrolling since
Sept. 11.2001.
The decision, approved by Cov.
Arnold Schwarzenegger, was not
based on cost — S5.2 million a year
— nor the need to deploy the
guards elsewhere, said Ciary Winuk,
chief deputy director of the
C'alifornia Office of Flomeland
SecuriU'. “The guard mission was
always temporary in nature.”
State otFicials and bridge man
agers have developed a more perma
nent security system including
patrols by the C'alifornia Flighway
Fatrol, U.S. C^Tast Ciuard, U.S. Park
Police and (Iolden Cate National
Recreation Area rangers. These
other agencies will .issume responsi
bility Saturday for the bridge's secu
rity, Winuk said.
The FIJI, San Francisco police
and Marin County sheriff's office
also will contribute to bridge securi
ty, said bridge spokeswoman Mary
Cairrie. She said bridge managers
made an “aggressive” effort to keep
the guard, asking the governor to
reconsider and meet with state
homeland security staff.
“We're not happy about it,” she
said. “It's been an invaluable asset to
us. They've been an integral part of
the fabric of the securirs' of the
bridge for the last two and a half
years.”
Ftillowing the terrorist attacks, the

National Cuard helped patrol four
California bridges that were consid
ered potential terrorist targets; the
(Iolden Cate, the Bay Bridge, the
Vincent Thomas Bridge at the Port
of Los Angeles and the Coronado
Bridge in San Diego. In June 2002,
the guard left all but the (Iolden
Cate, which has been staffed by
about .SO guards and administrators.
The total cost to patrol the
bridges has been more than $1.S mil
lion, said National Cuard spokes
woman Denise Varner. That amount
includes estimated costs for 2004,
Varner added.
The increased security on the
bridge has at times been controver
sial.
In March 2002, critics com
plained about the $750,000 tab to
put soldiers up in hotels — includ
ing San Francisco’s four-star
Marriott. In April that year, guards
complained to the Contra Costa
Times that their equipment w .ts
poorly maintained.
But others h.ive liked having the
guards on the bridges. San Ltirenzo’s
Robin Lynn delivered homecooked breakfasts and lunches to the
stildiers working 12-hour shifts on
the (Iolden Cate and Bay bridges.
■A light but steady stream of
tourists
visited
the
bridge
Wediiesd.iy. Michael Creen and his
1 1-year-old daughter. Skylar, frtmi
Centennial, Colo., stopped at the
souvenir shop on the San Francisco
side of the bridge.
“If they are going to do it, they
are going to do it whether there are
armed guards or not.” Creen said. “I
feel confident driving across.”
Skylar said she did, too.
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M USTANG DAILY is looking
for a new Editor-in-Cliief for the
ZOOJ'IOOS school year.

ONE MUSTANG DRIVE SAN LUIS OBISPO, CA 93405
PHONE 805-783-2S0O FAX 805-783-2510
WWW.UNtVERSiTYHOUSE.COM EMAIL; INFO@MUSTANGVILLAGE.COM

o

DEADLINE IS FRIDAY
H e r e 's t h e
•Y(xi musthave

d e a l:

quartersofMustangDaih experience

• Submit a cmer letter, resume, proposal andclipsto
AndraCoheihk April 30th

Bidg.

26 Rm 226

Phone: 756.1796

i|uestion.s. or ^ould like to .see sample proposals.
Contact .yra: /56.1 1%
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Panel recom m ends
paper backup ballots
Jim W asserm an

a d d e d to y o u r m e m b e r s h ip

^

1
\ I

A d d to your CAMPUS EXPRESS CLUB membership
during April and you'll be eligible to win one of ten
$50 scholarships, credited to your CAMPUS EXPRESS
CLUB membership. All value additions during April are
automatically entered in the drawing.

T h e CAMPUS EX PR ESS CLUB is the campus value
program, accessed through your PolyCard, which can
be used at restaurants on campus, El Corral Bookstore,
Health S ervices, Pony Prints, and for printing at Open
A ccess com puter lab s. T h is secure and convenient
program makes it easy to get around campus without cash.
Your CAMPUS EXPRESS CLUB saves time because there are
no checks to write, no change to count and no credit card
to verify so you're through the line in no time. Save money,
too! For discounts currently offered when you use your
CAM PUS E X P R E S S CLUB (o r Plu$ D o lla r s ), c h e ck
www.cpfoundation.org/express/
I f you spend money on campus, save yourself the hassle of
cash and checks by using CAMPUS EXPRESS CLUB. It's already
encoded on your PolyCard. For more information or to add value,
check the web site:
^
/
/

w w w .c p fo u p d a tio n .o rg /e x p re s s /

No minimum balance is required and you may use all the value in
your m em bership at any tim e, all over cam pus. If you have
questions,
call
(805)
756-5939
or
e-mail
Everyone adding value to their membership during April, whether via the web site, in
person, by mail, telephone or at an Exp ress Station is automaticaily entered in the
drawing. Winner will be contacted by email or telephone.

A S A T O U R I S T T O W N , many of the
area’s mi)torists may he distracted and are not
familiar with the city’s one-way streets and
pedestrian cnxssintis. This means that locals
need to ».Irive the speetl limit in tmler to react
to their mistakes.

ASSOCIATED PRESS

SAC:RAMENT0 — Ten coun
ties that use thousands of touch
screen voting machines will be able
to use them this tall but only if they
provide alternative paper ballots in
each precinct, a state advisory com
mittee recommended Wednesday.
The committee had considered
banning touch-screen voting in the
10 counties, but agreed 7-0 on a
compromise that allows county reg
istrars of voters to use paperless elec
tronic voting machines with numer
ous conditions.
Among them: extra security mea
sures to minimize possibilities of
hacking, no wireless or Internet
connections on machines and no
last-minute software changes.
“A year ago I brushed otL con
cerns about security as paranoia,”
said Deputy Secretary of State Marc
Carrel, a committee member. “Now
1 have a ditLerent opinion.”
The vote also bans other counties
in C'alifornia from introducing new
electronic voting equipment m
November, unless it contains a veri
fied paper trail of votes cast on the
machine. That recommendation
quickly riled disability rights activists
w'ho have sued in federal, court to
make four counties — Los Angeles,
San Francisco, Sacramento and Santa
Barbara — provide touch-screen
machines this November.
“What Its going to come down
to is a court is going to decide,” said
Jim Dickson, vice president of
Washington, D.CL-based American
Association
of
People
with
Disabilities. “1 have confidence the
court believes making voting acces
sible is the right thing to do.”
Wediiesd,iy’s actum represented
the newest twist in the dramatic
planned transformation ot how

Americans vote after the disputed
presidential election. Though
problems w'lth Florida’s “hanging
chads” prompted $3.9 billion in fed
eral spending to modernize voting,
many feel computer voting without
paper backup could be equally dan
gerous in another tight presidential
election.
Secretary of State Kevin Shelley
has the final say on the panel’s rec
ommendation and is expected to
decide by Friday. The 10 affected
counties include Alameda, Merced,
Napa, Orange, Plumas, Riverside,
San Bernardino, Santa Cdara, Shasta
and Tehama.
If he decides against a blanket
statewide ban, the Legislature is also
considering tw'o bills to ban touch
screen voting this November.
The committee’s action follows its
recommendation last week to ban
the use of 15,000 Diebold Elections
Systems touch-screen machines in
San I )iego, Solano, San Joaquin and
Kern counties. The panel cited secu
rity concerns, malfunctions in the
March election and Diebold’s lastminute changes to its machines just
before the election.
Shelley will also rule on that rec
ommendation by Friday.
Diebold maintains that a state
investigation into its voting systems
and corporate performance in
C7ilifornia “unfairly” singled out the
company with “incorrect assump
tions and conclusions.” In a report
this week rebutting the panel’s deci
sion, Diebold officials argued it was
wrong to ban thousands of machines
that “demonstrated 100 percent
accuracy” in the March 2 election.
The 14 counties that use touch
screen machines represent 0.5 mil
lion (.California voters, 43 percent of
the state's total. Nationally, counties
h.ive installed more than 10(),()(»()
machines.

Keep in mind that:
• S|X*ed is a factor in nearly one-third o f all
fatal crashes,
• Construcrit>n areas may he iKsuhle-fine rones
for speeders.
• D riving defeasively pays off.

Siseeding can end up in “splat!"

%AHtut*

«C^AAVMCWr

w w w .slo p d .o rg

M o n .-F ri. P o tio n Charter Communiation
Q lO O a m Channel 2
Comments & Story Ideas @ CPTV@aipolyedu
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Regulators vow
to push clean
engine rules
Tim Molloy
ASSOCIATED PRESS

LOS ANGELES — Clean air reg
ulators vowed Wednesday to keep
pushing for stringent anti-smog
requirements for public vehicle
fleets, despite a LF.S. Supreme Court
ruling that they may have over
stepped their authority by setting
rules in Southern California.
In an 8-1 ruling, the court said
regulators did not have the right to
impose rules on private fleets requir
ing engines that use clean fuel and
produce low emissions.
It said a lower court would rule
on whether the regulations could be
applied to public fleets.
The rules were imposed in 2000
by the South Coast Air Quality
Management District, which regu
lates air quality in Los Angeles, San
Bernardino, Riverside and Orange
counties.
The regulations were intended to
help bring the regions worst-inthe-nation air quality into compli
ance with federal clean air require
ments by 2010. The region could
lose billions in highway funds as a
penalty for missing the deadline.
“L.A. really needs every tool
available to clean up its air, and this
will really be a significant impedi
ment to doing so,” Emily Figdor, a
clean air advocate for Environment
C^ilifornia, said of the court deci
sion.
Wednesdays ruling was a win for
oil companies and diesel engine
manufacturers that claimed the local
pollution rules conflicted with
national standards.
However, the ruling will have lit
tle immediate effect because only a
few of the vehicles currently being
regulated are in private fleets,
AQMD spokesman Sam Atwood
said.
The restrictions mostly apply to
fleets of vehicles such as buses, waste
haulers, street sweepers, airport
shuttles and taxi cabs. More than
5,500 clean-fuel, heavy duty vehi
cles and more than 3,4(M) low-emis
sion passenger vehicles have
replaced old vehicles since the rules
took effect.
The U.S. District Court in Los
Angeles will rule t)ii the public fleets
issue. File AQMD hopes it will allow
the district to regulate state-owned

or contracted vehicles along with
vehicles such as airport shuttles and
ta.xis licensed by public agencies.
“We now expect another long
legal battle over whether the air dis
trict has the power to protect the
health of Southern Californians by
requiring the purchase of cleaner
vehicles,” said Gail Ruderman
Feuer, an attorney for the Natural
Resources Defense Council and
other environmental groups that
intervened in the lawsuit.
Justice Antonin Scalia, writing for
the court, said the emission rules
appear to blocked by the federal
Clean Air Act.
“If one state or political subdivi
sion may enact such rules, then so
may any other; and the end result
would undo Congress’s carefully cal
ibrated regulatory scheme,” he
wrote.
The act gives states some author
ity to set their own rules, but the
plaintiffs said it did not allow a local
regulatory agency like the AQMD
to set standards.
Jed Mandel, president of the
Engine Manufacturers Association,
one of the plaintiffs, said the AQMD
had no authority to regulate fleets
owned by other public entities like
the city of Los Angeles.
“Can South Coast as a matter of
state and federal law tell the city
how to spend their money? I don’t
believe they can,” he said.
Mandel said the court ruling was
a victory for consumers and clean
air. Engines mandated by the regula
tions were no cleaner than the
diesel-burning
ejtgines
they
replaced, he added.
The AQMD, however, said heavyduty diesel fuel engines, including
those targeted by the mgulations, are
responsible for 70 percent of the
total cancer risk from air pollution
in California.
The AQMD could have expand
ed the rules to private fleets if the
court had ruled in its favor. The
agency might still seek a waiver from
the
Environmental
Protection
Agency granting the state, and in
turn the district, permission to regu
late private fleets.
The San Francisco-based 9th U.S.
Circuit C-ourt of Appeals had upheld
the AQMD rules, but the decision
was voided by the Supreme C'ourt
decision.

✓

Great Prices
%/ Fun Crew
✓ Extensive Organic Selection
✓ Come Shop with Us
#1 Supermarket
#1 Place to Buy W ine
& one of the Best Health Food Stores

3977 South Higuera Street, S L O * 783-2780

**(sioKimmHtk
e fo r s u m m e r!

Train with world
class athletes
Hot Yoga
Weight room
Pilotes
Self defense

956 Foothill Blvd. unit 3
San Luis Obispo, Ca. 93205

805-549-8800

www.slokickboxing.com
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Montana, Wyoming, (Colorado,
Utah, Nevada, C'alifornia, Ness
Mexico and British (Columbia.
HONOLULU — Whale Skate
A study published in the Journal
Island in the Northwest Hawaiian
of Mammalogy’ last year said climate
Islands was a tiny dot of land in the
change may have contributed to
vast l^Kitif, about 10 to 15 acres in extinction of the pika populations in
si/e. It was covered with vegetation, the Great Basins over the past sever
nesting seabirds, Hawaiian monk al decades.
seals and turtles laying eggs. It no
Erik lieever, lead author of the
longer exists
study, said pikas has’e vanfshed in
“ I hat island in the course of 20 tsvo more locations since the study
years has completely disappeared” svas published. Noss; pikas have s m ii with rising sea levels, said lietii Finn, ished ill nine of 25 sites svhere they
a U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service ssere previously documented.
wildlife biologist for the I’acific
“That suggests to me that these
Kemote Island Refuges. “It washed losses are happening relatively
assay.”
quickly,” he said. “I suspect these
And svitli it svent habitat for the other populations are pretty vulner
seabirds, seals and turtles, svho had to able in the future.”
find other islands or die, in one of
Beever, of the U.S. (ieological
the more dramatic illustrations of Survey’s Forest and Ikangeland
boss' global svarming may be affect Ecosystem Science Center in
ing
Earth’s __________________
Corvallis, Ore.,
species
and
while
said
^^ There are a lot o f threats to
their habitat.
there is evi
Warming
biodiversity on a local scale,
dence showing
tem peratures
that
climate
hut global climate change is
are melting
change
“seems
a very broad threat that's
assay feeding
to be a strong
affecting ecosystems all
grtTunds from
driver,” of the
around the world
5 ? pika disappear
polar bears,
wiping out a
ance,
other
-LARA HANSEN
small animal
potential fac
chief scientist, World Wildlife Fund
population in
tors
include
the western
changing habi
United States and choking the tat area, proximity to roads and pres
svorld’s precious coral reefs, some ence of livestock grazing.
scientists suggest.
In the Arctic, polar bears are los
Millions of other species are at ing their sea ice, limiting their seal
risk of succumbing to the elevated hunting range, Hansen said. Since
temperatures or being forced to the ice season is also becoming
search for cooler envimnments, they shorter, polar bears are having longer
periods of fasting, she said.
say.
“As a result, we see them in worse
“There are a lot of threats to bio
diversity on a local scale, but global condition,” she said.“They are small
climate change is a very broad threat er and have less reproductive sueft
that’s affecting ecosystems all around cess.
Coral, a living creature of the sea,
the world,” said Lara Hansen, chief
scientist for the climate change pro is among those affected by slightly
gram at the Washington, D.C.-based warmer water temperatures. Warmer
World Wildlife Fund. “It’s happening water can cause coral bleaching, or
at rates that defy evolution and adap the death of the organism. The col
orful tissue of the corals is stripped
tation.”
Hansen testified last month before away, leaving behind the bone-white
the Senate C'ommerce Committee skeleton.
Jim Maragos, a coral reef biologist
on the impacts of climate change,
and said climate change “is arguably with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
the greatest threat to the world’s bio Service in Honolulu, has studied
corals surrounding the Hawaiian
diversity.”
“Those numbers being impacted Islands chain and U.S. territories in
rival or exceed the only other major the Pacific.
“At all of our refuges in the
thing that we know that is this
remote
Pacific Islands over the last
broad, and that’s habitat destruc
20 years, there’s been at least some
tion,” she said in an interview.
The Intergovernmental Panel on coral bleaching,” he said. “These are
Climate Change said the average places that have no people. There’s
global temperature has risen by 0.6 no other excuses except for that
degrees C'elsius over the past centu there was warm temperatures. So we
ry. The group of 2,500 scientists is know that warm temperatures
sponsored by the United Nations caused it. What we don’t know is
and the World Meteorological what’s causing the warm tempera
tures.”
Organization.
Jeff Palovina, acting director of the
Considering many species are
NOAA
Fisheries Pacific Islands
already living at their thermal maxi
mum, even the slightest temperature Science Center, said it will take
many years before scientists can say
increase is significant, Hansen said.
with
confidence that global warm
The mountain-dwelling American
pika — a distant relative of the rabbit ing is the sole reason for the bleach
— may become the first known ing. It could be caused by El NinoNorth American mammal to fall vic La Nina ocean currents, general
variability, or it may have been hap
tim to warming, she said.
Pikas, which resemble hamsters, pening for years before people
live in cool and moist areas of noticed it.
Washington state, Oregon, Idaho,
Jaym es Song
ASSOCIATED PRESS
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Lower Price on

N a tu ra l L ig h t K e g 's

$ 4 5 .9 9

+ tax

We'll have your best deal on:
Beer
Wine
Spirits
Lottery
Tobacco

Groceries
Snacks
Coffee
fountain Drink

crcMlit / atm cards accepted

$ 42.99 +tax
K e g liig h life (St Ic e h o u s e
O th e r Kegs A va ila b le

S to re H o u rs ; <

Sun-Wed: 7 :5 0 am -11; OOprn
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BO m UE
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induced Noise Hours A fter 10PM
GFADscount of 5% 10% for Superior Grades
Full-tim e Maintenance Department
24 Hour S a ffin g for After-Hours Assistance

HBN\ D e d it Card Payments Now Accepted

FLOOR PLAN
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Pedicures • ManicuresI
Shop W ith Purpose! . -

g

f Clothing, furniture, Household Items, J
^ i'J e w e ^ , fooks arid Collectibles

10% O F F
A L L S E R V IC E S

Anytime with student id

N A IL S & S P A
A PROFESSIONAL NAIL CARE & SPA

Q u a lit^ m M s a t re a s o n a b le o tic e s v f
v5

Supporting Needed
Community Services

m

Orcutt Rd.

as

link Fami Rd

10am - 5pm M onday • Saturday

WALK-INS WELCOME

OPEN

541-9999

M on-Fri 9am -7pm Sat 9am -3pm
Sundays O o se d

3230 BROAD ST. #120 • SAN LUIS O BISPO

667 Upham Street (near Broad), SLO
545-0823

(The Village Marketplace)

(Ample Free Parking)

$ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $
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ALPOLYCHESSCLUB@HOTMAIL.CO

Student Lowest
Priced Set

Student Lowest
Priced PilhwTop

Twin S e t........ $89

Twin S e t........ $149

Full S e t ...........$ 1 2 9
Q ueen Set...........$ 1 7 9

Full S e t ............$ 1 9 9
Q ueen S e t ............$ 2 5 9

Pimh/Pirnn

m

Twin S e t ... ....

$259

Fu ll S e t ........... $ 3 4 9
Q u een S e t ........... $ 3 7 9

IJUS ‘¿rrlci fiiid G tiw l (m*yt to Ut^ RvsK)

SH H -Q a'1‘7

futons

b u n k b ed .s

daybeds

L o w e s t P rice
G u aran tee *

F re e D e liv e ry *
*see store for details
1—--- ................................1,

Serta,

bedrc> om /office f u r n i t u r e
S a m e D a y D e liv e ry ^

f................ ■.................. .

I’""".............

D'Elegance

Twin S e t........ $399

SupfPiush PUhw Top

Plush/Firm

Plush/Firm

Twin S e t........ $299

F u H S e t.............$ 4 7 9
Q u een S e t ............. $ 4 9 9
King S e t ............. $ 6 9 9 ,

.................... 1

»Twin Set..! ..... $349

Full S e t ............. $ 3 9 9
Q ueen S e t ............. $ 4 9 9
»King S e t ............. $ 6 9 9

Full S e t.............$ 5 4 9
lueen S e t ............. $ 5 5 9
King S e t ............$ 7 5 9

SANLlHSOSiSPO « tiiS3ir^^>3w
13S2llltdMiilRil. 1J H f R
JJe L_JEj L.
785-0197

Hours:
Mon-Sat 10iX)-6:00
Sun 12.-00-5.-00

$ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $
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Awareness

Day Center allows homeless clients a Space to Create, escape
“Being homeless shattered a whole
heck of a lot about the illusion of
family and taking care of myself,” said
artist Linda Hansen, who has been
homeless since January 2003. “It took
a chunk from me, but art keeps me
sane. It keeps me grounded and gives
me an outlet.”
The paintings birthed through
Space to Oeate, all modest in size and
scope, offer generous insight into the
emotional conflict of homelessness.
Generally optimistic, they enunciate
that homelessness is not hopelessness
and the stigma attached to their case is
unflatteringly flat.
“There's no real pattern as to peo
ple who conic, through here.” said
Prado D.iy CTniter employee Darlene
Mims. “Some have jobs but no home,
some h,ive families, some are just
down on their luck, some have seri
ous mental disorders.”
Space to Oeate is run by Cal Poly
students Heidi Schawel, an art and
design senior, and Shamn Potter, a
political science senior. Both are long
time volunteers at the Prado Day
Center and are optimistic about the
pasgram s impact on its
patrons.
“The course gives
Atiytliif{{^ we can ^let to make our
them a chance to
lives better, we have to take. A rt
express themselves and
get
recognition,”
should he anywhere and every
Schawel said. “Some
where, ju s t like understanding.
are really talented, and
■LINDA HANSEN
others just want to
Artist
show who they are. It’s
a
nonjudgmental

Most ot' the paintings are of lush
eountrysides and peacefully rippling
water, little canvas windows into bet
ter tunes and places. (Carefully shaded
trucks, abstract modern shapes,
splotches and sensual jazz clubs of
moody patrons intermingle with the
landscapes like confetti.
One picture is ilitfereiu. It hangs
with other artwork but is isolated in
its own conflict. Drawn in childish
wavy lines and mostly unshaded pen
cil, it depicts Jesus Christ standing
above a large city, broadly beaming
overhead. Oelow him, a great mass of
stjuiggly, gently smiling souls rise
toward his open arms — and below
them, two tall, identical buildings
burn.The title:'‘Going Home.”
The unsigned painting, beyond
showing conflicted reactions to
tragedy, may also represent a more lit
eral wish for the young artist. It was
composed through the Prado Day
Center's Space to CTeate pmgrani,
which gives its homeless patrons the
chance for artistic expression and
communication through diflicult per
sonal times.
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COURTESY PHOTO

A rt by h o m e le ss c lie n t s , su c h a s th is p ie ce featured in th e 2 0 0 4 S p a c e to C re a te ca le n d a r, is on
d isplay a s p art of H o m e le ssn e ss A w a re n e ss W eek .

atmosphere and for some people, it
really works well; they can come in
and we’ll be able to tell what mood
they’re in by what they paint.”
The paintings chosen for Space to
Create’s community showing drew a
crowd at last Thursday’s Farmers’
Market. Following a week-long stint
in the University Union as part of

Homelessness Awareness Week, they
will also be shown and sold at this
week’s Farmers’ Market and be made
available for purchase. Those not dis
played in the show, such as “Going
Home,” will continue to hang proud
ly in the day center’s recreation hall,
where artists will continue to work
toward the same goal as the sadly

F a ir v ie w Apartments &
S a n Luis V illa g e Apartments

ONE
TWO

.m l

starting at only $ 7 7 5

b e d ro o m s

close to

fj
r

Cal Poly
Dovmtovm

Fairview
5 4 6 -0 3 7 7
SLO Village 5 4 4 -9 0 7 2
Pager
5 4 2 -2 9 4 5

titled sketch.
“There’s no such thing as a perfect
life,” said Hansen, who recently lost 80
percent of her vision to a debilitating
eye condition. “Things happen.
Anything we can get to make our
lives better, we have to take. Art
should be anywhere and everywhere,
just like understanding.”

and

Love'em or Ha+e

1st Annual

Mid-State Biuegrass Festival
April 30 - May 2,2004
C a liio m ia M id-State Fairgrounds, Paso Robles, C A
Feaiuhnfi:
H i , i i : ( ; k AS S The James K in g Band (Sat. s . r ) • Cache Valley D rifte rs <Sat)
Lost Highway (S«o- Sidesaddle & Co.(Fii Sst. s.s) - Ron Spears &
W ith in TraditiontFri, Sso - G rateful DudesiFH) • John M u rp h y &
’ arolina SpecialiFH, Sit, s ..) - R ick Jamison & Copper Canyon(S«t,s«.) - Pacific Crest(Sst)
borderline Biuegrass Band(Fri.s«s)> Piney Creek WeaselsiFri) - The Brothers Barton(SHs)
Parkfieid Pea HenstFH» • Bear Ridge^Biuegrass Band(FH)
Kids on Stage - directed by Frank Solivan(Sun)
(sHbject to rhange)
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Here!

MMlÉIVs, IndidqaBIGSoeen,w/Sp^
AnaFWiamgFizza• Bean ^ • Biffili

lOr Weil Deliver -b Äcir (^C e!

Sound by Old Blue Sound
.Stage Performances:

Friday 10 am - 10 pm

Day Tickets
’
date opens 8:20 am Fri, Sal, Sun.
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Comedians bring laughs to Chumash tonight
Ji Jun
MUSTANG DAILY

Laughter is the best medicine, and
tonight. Associated Students, Inc. pre
sents three comedians who’ll have stu
dents forgetting about their home
work worries.
Troy Thirdgill, who recently got his
own sitcom on the UPN network,
will share the stage with “Female
Entertainer of the Year” Alexandra
McHale and headliner Bobby Lee in
Chumash Auditorium.
For Bobby Lee, it pays to be weird
er than Pauly Shore.
Washing dishes for Shore’s mom at
her comedy club, Lee never knew he’d
be an up-and-coming entertainer.
“During open mic, I started making
fiin of the amateur comics,” Lee said.
“The manager said, ‘If it’s so easy, why
don’t you go and do it?’ So I did.”
When Pauly Shore ciime for a sur
prise visit SIX months later in 1995, Lee
got his big break.
“Pauly was there for some reason at
one in the morning and he saw me
perform,” Lee said, “and he said,
‘You’re the most bizarre human I’ve
ever seen in my life. You’re hke an
alien.’”
Pauly invited him to tour in Las
Vegas, where he shared the stage with
Andrew Dice Clay, Carios Mencia and
Shore in front of thousands. Lee land
ed a spot on the “Tonight Show,” was
hired by IBM as a spokesman and then
landed a contract with “Mad TV” after
impersonating Connie Chung, Jackie
Chan and Chow Yun-Fat in an audi-

“They kept calling me back and
back and back, and I got it,” Lee said.
“It was weird. I didn’t think 1 was
going to get it.”
Stand-up also worked better for
McHale, who has a master’s degree in
acting.
“I did a lot of Shakespeare and dra
matic roles and felt like I wanted a
break from that,” she said.“I did standup on a whim.”
It’s suited her nicely. Voted
Campus Activities Today Magazine’s
“Female Entertainer of the Year”
two years in a row by college stu
dents, McHale has been touring
colleges for the last three years.
“That’s my best audience,” she
said. “I love working at colleges, so
that keeps me really, really busy.”
Despite doing between 80 and
100 shows a year and loving every
minute of it, McHale said her heart
is still in acting.
“My ultimate goal is to do a sit
com,” she said, naming Ellen
DeGeneres and Roseanne Barr as
two female comedians who got
their own shows on prime-time
networks.
As for Bobby Lee’s acting career,
opportunity isn’t exactly knocking.
“1 don’t get as much as everyone
else because there’s not a lot written
for people like me,” he said. “I’m not
going to play JFK. I’d love to if 1 had a
shot. And ‘The Passion of the Christ.’
Christ can’t be Asian. It would f—
everything up.”
But the actor has a habit of showing

COURTESY PHOTO

‘^Mad TV " star Bobby Lee
performs tonight.

up where he’s least expected.
Answering a casting call for Maxwell
House, Lee knew he wasn’t what they
initially wanted.
“I walked in the room and there
were, like, 40 other white Brad Pittlooking people,” he said.“I knew 1was
going to get this because I was so dif
ferent. I showed them Asians can walk
into a log cabin, drink coffee and
smile. You have to convince these adagency people, producers, directors
that we’re all just people.”
The comedians will perform at
7:30 p.m. today in Chumash
Auditorium. Admission is free for
students.

More than two decades after releasing their debut album “Group Sex,”
Southern California hard-core legends The Circle Jerics made their first
Central Coast appearance Tuesday night at SLO Brewing Co.
Sharing the stage with the always-entertaining “sailor rock” six piece
Throwrag and Outlie, a new project fronted by guitarist Luke Pabich of
Good Riddance fame. The Circle Jerks played to a large crowd, a group
consisting mainly of fans born after the band’s first release.
The band released “Group Sex” in 1980, helping to push punk in a faster
and angrier direction and establish organized sceries across the country with
help from bands like Reno’s 7 Seconds and Minor Threat.
— Justin Po)m>
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B o o ty c a lls :
T h e u n sp o k e n rite
Commentary
The history of sexual lore is rife with examples of mystical and myste
rious artifacts. T hese are objects with embedded magical horniness and
lust-creating powers, sexually intoxicating to all who come into their pres
ence. And while its easy to see how the medieval ancients could fall prey
to such oddities as love potions, pixie dust and magic sex charms, we mod
erns have very little excuse for believing in such sexual hogwash.
It may come ,ts a big surprise to you, C'al Poly, that the greatest sexual
catalyst of all time is not only alive and well in modern industrial societies.
It is also vibrant and healthy on this campus. It could even be in your class
room, right at this exact moment, as you read this column ...
Ladies and gentleman, allow me to present: the booty call.
Existing somewhere in the ethereal realm between the one night stand
and the monogamy of a relationship, the booty call is an integral thread in
the fabric of the college sex scene. Indeed, were it not for the invention of
the booty call, many a college student would be forced to endure the
agony o f — cover your eyes — no sex at all. Like the “Invisible Hand”
preached to us in economics classes, the booty call is a great and merciless
equalizer, matching up the sexually liberated of San Luis Obispo like sexcrazed buyers and sellen, thus restoritig the sexual equilibrium of the city
while saving the world as we know it. Why is there no life on Mars? No
booty calls.
For those of you who don’t know what a booty call is, allow me to say
that you are sheltered and disadvantaged youth. The only solution is to
watch more MTV. As for the definition of booty call, we’ll once again rely
on the source of all things trendy, www.urbandictionary.com. Ah, hea* we go, “booty call,” right in
between “boobilicious” and “bootyologist.” And I
quote, “booty-call: a phone call, page, or text mes
sage aimed at getting into someone’s pants. Not an
invite to a movie or dinner, not just cotfee, not a
casual or formal get-together, just a plain old-fash
ioned ‘let’s bone.’”
That, my friends, is what I call profound.
At a school where the motto is “learn by doing,”
the booty call becomes, ilare I say, educational.
. An
A typical booty' call starts when the lights at
I
Mother’s Tavern flip on, revealing that you’ve spent
#
*
the whole night singing into your Corona rather
than making plans for the after party. For a regular
person, such an event would spell certain hook-up
doom. For the booty caller, however, the night is
full of opportunity. My buddy sums it up eloquently,“! start at the top of
my phone list, working my way from A to Z. Evervbody gets at least a text
message until I hit pay skirt.” And while this technique may leave the Zoras
and Zeldas of the world embittered and hostile, women can be as notori
ous as men in their booty call conquests.
Regardless of your modus operandi — texting, calling or, my fav, unan
nounced window tapping — once undertaken a boots’ call becomes a lifeencomp.issing mission.An old roommate who we ll call JT (because that’s
his R*al name), is famous for his booty-call shenanigans, once going ,is far
as trekking 12 blocks in his stocking feet for the one-in-a-million chance
that his booty call would be home.
Whether receiving or sending out a booty call the most important thing
to remember is to never say that you are actuallv participating in a btxity
call. Like two friends who run into each other at Kmart, booty' calls aanever spoken abinit afterwaal — or even beforehand for that matter.
Always camoutlage the scenario with code words like an invitation to
“watch a movie,” “come tiver,” “have some wine” or the a*al zinger. “to
study.”
O f course, any time two people decide to have late night btHity-call sex,
there can always be complicatitins.Your booty call may become confused
and expect normal boyfriend and girlfriend behavior like going to —
aghast — dinner.To eliminate confusion, both parties must understand that
booty c.iils are not built on anything substantial like trust or mutual respect
but, rather, on the impulsive urges of mutually horny college students. Fail
to realize this and you could find yourself with far worse than a pissed otf
booty call.You’ve now got a pissed girlfriend.
Jam es Whitaker is a b usiness senior and Mustang Daily colum nist. He can be
e-mailed at jwwceo@ yahoo.com.
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Reshaping masculinity
Commentary
Now
that Sexual Assault
Awareness Week has ended, I find
myself wondering why women
have yet to completely “take back
the night.” A while ago, a female
companion and I were accosted by
a large drunk, making threats and
sexual suggestions as he waddled
by. Though I myself never felt par
ticularly in danger from the over
weight and clearly intoxicated man,
I can well imagine how terrifying
the experience could be had he
approached, say, a lone 1lO-lb. girl
and made the same comments.
In my conception of masculinity,
such behavior is contemptible in
the extreme. A man who treats ran
dom women the way that individ
ual did is not a man; he is some
thing less. This attitude springs
from two deep-seated beliefs: First,
that men need to have a conceptu
alized masculinity that they can
appeal to and that can define their
relations toward women; second,
that sex implies tar more than a
physical act and should be treated
as such. Society tends to approach
gender and sex in far different ways
ultimately harmful to both men
and women.
Much of the recent work in gen
der theory has tried to demolish
fixed notions of gender. In terms of
tolerance and understanding, this is
positive. Nobody should be forced
to conform to one of a few rigid
standards of what constitutes a
“man” or “woman.” But the realitv
of gender roles cannot be forgot
ten. Men generally, though not
universally, behave differently than
women. Boys will be boys, and
more than one feminist has written
of the difficulties m getting her son
to play with any toy that isn’t a
gun, a toy soldier or a truck.

Letters

I really hope John Holbus does
n’t plan on running for office with
as much hate as he writes in his
column (“Liberal Talk radio is not
to be feared,” .^pr. 27). He’s not
going to get anywhere by insult
ing others and expressing his
“ungodly arrogance.” First, I'm
sick o f his comments about
France. Regardless o f his opinion
of France, it’s just immature to
stereotype and call them names. If
he wants to represent conserva
tives by being prejudiced and bit
ter, then that’s what people are
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Regardless of the claims of acad
emia, gender will create gender
roles. Since such roles cannot be
successfully dismissed, they should
be shaped and tempered. After all,
while a sensitive and somewhat
delusional man might buy the line
that gender is wholly a matter of
societal construction, your average
drunken lout will not. As a society,
we need a conception, or concep
tions, o f masculinity that will
impress upon the drunken partygoer as well as the sensitive college
student.
That
individual
stumbling
around at night filled with alcohol
and sexual frustration needs to
understand that any verbal or phys
ical assault toward a woman dimin
ishes his manhood as well as his
humanity. Perhaps this is a political
ly constructed masculinity, but it is
one we need. Instead of an act of
typical post-modern uselessness
like deconstructing masculinity,
academia should try to shape it.
Making the issue even more dif
ficult are the bizarre attitudes
adopted toward sexuality. Sexual
Assault Awareness Week rightly tries
to impress upon students the mag
nitude of the damage sexual assault
can cause. But there exists a dis
junction between the rightly rever
ential attitude taken toward sexual
assault victims and the hedonistic
attitude taken toward sex itself.
Little attention is paid to the
spiritual and moral significance of
sex. Discussion of love is replaced
with an intense focus on the
achievement o f orgasm. Sex
becomes a subjective pleasure,
rather than a sacred space, the most
intense expression of a spiritual
union.
From a cultural standpoint, 1 find
this trend deplorable. C')ur society
becomes more and more sexually
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Editor

going to think o f them. Not a very
good strategy’ for recruitment.
Second, he writes a conservative
eolumn — a means o f expressing
his political opinions to the pub
lic. Why can’t liberals express
theirs? Talk radio, and all other
media for that matter, should be
represented by both sides. O f
course he doesn’t like the liberal
paigrams — he doesn’t like liberal
ideas. We can all choose what we
listen to, and many o f us like hear
ing different points o f view.
Finally, does he really think
racism and bigotry don’t exist in
America? Sure, some people take
it to the extreme, but denying and

Andy Fahey

obsessed, while the value of sex
becomes more and more of a
cipher. From a man’s point of view,
then, sex becomes more and more
of a necessity — it is, in fact, what
ends up defining his masculinity,
since his culture gives him little else
to measure it against. Meanwhile,
the consequences and possible
harms of a rampant, self-centered
sexuality dwindle in importance,
thanks to those who tell him that
sex is really only what the individ
ual makes of it, which is a danger
ous position to take. To the sexual
predator, it can be an expression of
his masculinity. To the rapist, an
expression of power and domi
nance. Since they both buy into the
modern, subjective view of sex, the
intense harm done to the victim has
little importance. But that harm
remains.
Because we degrade sex into
physical pleasure devoid of deeper
spiritual ramifications, we can hard
ly be surprised when some men
aren’t sensitive to the tremendous
pain they inflict on women when
they engage in sexual assault.
Modern man’s callous disregard for
women, expressed in the form of
assault, is rooted not in his natural
inclination toward “masculine vio
lence,” but in society’s dual failure
to stress the true significance of sex
and to provide role models which
establish a conception o f masculini
ty in which honorable men show
respect for others.
If women want to take back the
night, it will not be done without
the participation of both women
and men. And men will not take
action unless they have clear values
they can base their actions upon,
such as the sanctity of human sexu
ality and the obligations of modern
masculinity.

ignoring it is far worse.
I suggest Holbus use something
more in his column than a page
torn from his diary.
Em ily Logan is a Jo u rn alism
m usic sophom ore.

and

Gonzo edition was
laugh'OuMoud funny
Awesome, awesome job on the
Gonzo edition o f the paper. I
laughed out loud on numerous
occasions.
Lauren

C zap is

an environm ental
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Anti-smoking ads still needed
Even after the lawsuits and the
price hikes, the commercials starring
addicts with trachea pipes and ter
minal diseases, big tobacco is still in
business and profiting.
For adults, smoking is more or
less a privilege. At the age of 18, one
is no longer a ward of the state. At
the same age you’re allowed to vote,
pick up a cigarette, gamble and
watch pornography. Until then, the
state of California has an interest in
its minors, and so does big tobacco.
In a study
surveying
youths ages 12
Smokinqto
17
in
Minnesota,
the
prevention
teens
who
programs
agree that they
need to be may smoke in
k e p t dalive,
liv e ,
the coming year
despite
dte their was up by lo
percent.
This
costs.
happened after
Ithe state ended
' an anti-smoking
ad campaign that was aimed at
youths. By the end of summer 2003,
before the study, Minnesota cut
spending on programs like these by
80 percent.
In a similar study conducted in
Ohio, there was a 45 percent
decrease in that number. Ohio,
which was ranked fifth in the nation

More
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Those having sex need
to take responsibility
Limiting abortion is not govern
ment telling a woman when she can
have children. In having sex, you are
choosing to have children; that is the
a*a,son sex exists (well, one of them at
least). That’s like drinking and getting
upset that you get drunk. If you drank
irresponsibly, it’s your own fault. In
choosing to have sex, you are choosing
to (at least possibly) have children; it’s
not their fault and once conceived you
have a responsibility to them. But the
question should be addressed: When
does a “fetus” become a child?
I propose that it is at the instant of
conception. If it is not, then at some
point in time it must become one and
to decide when would make you God
(or at least president). But if it is not a
person at the time of conception, then
you (not being God) could not ever
make it so; hence, it never would be a
person (this is slightly weak, but the
full argument is limited by space). If it
is not until birth, then is a baby not a
baby (even though it could survive)
just because it has not pa.ssed through
a birth canal?
The truth is that a “living being” is
measured by it’s potential, not by its
immediate performance; otherwi.se, all
infants could be tossed into a dump-

Letters

in youth smoking, can thank
“Stand,” a part of the Ohio Tobacco
Use Prevention and Control
Foundation. The program, which
sends out youth to counsel other
youths on the effects of smoking,
seems to be working.
So what’s really going on? If
minors in Minnesota are smoking
because there’s no prevention edu
cation, then there must be someone
telling them it’s OK to smoke, right?
Who could that possibly be?
On March 30, Brown and
Williamson Tobacco Corp., makers
of Kool cigarettes, said they stopped
a marketing campaign after Maine
Attorney General Steven Rowe
requested an immediate halt. The
marketing campaign used images of
youthful rappers, DJs and dancers to
target young African-Americans to
smoke. Though
Brown
and
Williamson denied the accusations,
they pulled the ads without any hes
itancy.
Brown and Williamson’s ad cam
paign is reminiscent of Reynolds
Camel cigarettes ad campaign
which used the infamous Joe Camel
mascot. Reynolds repeatedly denied
that Joe Camel was used to target
youth, but state after state won in
lawsuits
against
Reynolds.
C'alifornia won a paltry $10 million.
That money can never bring back
the lives of 440,000 Americans who
die each year from cigarette-related

to

the

diseases. And it’s only a small sum
compared to the $157 billion a year
smokers cost the country in medical
treatments, lost wages and programs.
Smoking-prevention programs
need to be kept alive, despite their
costs. With big tobacco pushing cig
arettes into the hands of minors
around the country, the taxpayers
are left footing the bill for smokingrelated costs when smokers become
ill. At this point, no one can deny
the effects of smoking — addiction,
lung disease, cancer, emphysema,
etc. — and no one should ignore the
fact California state legislators
passed a budget in 2003 that helped
the tobacco companies. The legisla
tors failed to pass a cigarette tax
(even with our current budget
woes), cut funding on prevention
programs and mortgaged the money
we, as a state, received from tobacco
companies and routed it to pay for
our deficit rather than the tobacco
programs they were intended for.
It’s doubtful anyone denies the
need for drug prevention programs.
Many people know a child on the
verge of addiction or who are
already addicted to smoking or
some other type o f drug habit.
California needs to protect its chil
dren, and we, the voters and taxpay
ers, need to make sure this happens.
Ji Jun

is

a journalism

senior and

M ustang Daily sta ff writer.

Editor

ster because they immediately con
tribute nothing to society. If you
don’t w'ant to get pregnant, don’t
have sex. But if you do, you have a
responsibility to that child (that
means you too, men.) You get to
make your choice the night of, not
the morning after. See, you do have
freedom of choice.
Will Brown is a m echanical engineering
senior.

Is Baker committed
to sustainability?
On April 23 I had the pleasure of
watching a presentation fix>m David
Orr, renowned environmentalist and
author from Oberlin College. To my
surprise, 1 also was able to see — for
the first time in my five years at Cal
Poly — the man behind the mystery.
President Warren Baker. He opened
the convocation with a brief speech
that outlined his concerns for the
environment and all the wonderful
things Cal Poly is doing to help.
The occa.sion for this presentation
was Baker’s signing of the Talloires
Declaration which outlines the role of
university presidents in envimnmentil
management and sustainable develop
ment. It struck me as in^nic and hyp
ocritical that Baker was signing this
act, while in my five years at C'al Poly

I have seen very little action to support
our new’-found dedication to the
environment. With this s;iid, I have a
few questions fiir Baker:
1.You stated in your opening speech
your deep concern for the depletion
of fossil fuel resources. Is this what you
think about during your quiet
moments of self-reflection w'hile
commuting to Cal Poly from your
home overlooking the golf course in
Avila?
2. You and the provost who spoke
stated your support for sustainable
construction. If this is so, why was
there such a fight to make the new
dorms that were to be built before the
budget crisis sustainable? If we are
truly dedicated to sastainable con
struction there would be no need for a
fight in the first place.
3. It was evident that you were very
proud of this new-found commitment
to the environment and this served as a
great occasion for back-patting and
“atta-boys.” What actions are you
going to take to support your words?
Your name on a sheet of paper
means nothing without the actions to
support it. Friday night Dean Jones
introduced you as a great “open” pres
ident always willing to make time to
listen to faculty and students. If this is
true, please answer my questions.
Nick Ladd is an architecture senior.
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W illia m H ung’s
s u c c e s s rein fo rces
A sia n ste re o ty p e s
Commentary
From the moment he uttered those gracious words after his
^w ful “American Idol” audition, William Hung has been an
overnight sensation.
After Simon Cowell asked Hung what he wanted the sharptongued judge to say. Hung simply replied,“ ! already gave my best,
and I have no regrets at all.”
The 20-something electrical engineering major at University of
California, Berkeley has garnered himself on national television, a
recording contract, music video and much more. That’s just the
beginning. Girls are worshipping him, and companies are flocking
to him.
Frankly, I find Hung to be an embarrassment and a perpetuation
of Asian-American stereotypes.
Hung reinforces the generalizations of Asian-American males as
geeky, awkward and atypical.
It’s hard for people to miss making fun of him — he’s the classic
Asian-American stereotype. During his “American Idol” audition,
he wore a blue print shirt w’ith a pocket protector and mismatched
pants. He was the perfect guinea pig to pick on. the classic AsianAmerican nerd, and everyone w'as going to capitalize on it.
The Asian Americans I see are completely unlike the image
Hung portrays.
We’re not the cookie-cutter model minority who studies engi
neering, math or science. Rather, w'e’re just like everyone else —
we make mistakes, can be violent and fail horribly at difficult sub
jects.
We can also sing, dance and act quite well.
Take a look at Michelle Branch, Kristin Kreuk and Ang Lee.
Their successes pnwe Asians aren’t simply the nerds or the engi
neers. We can excel in areas such as the arts.
Why can’t society concentrate on positive images of Asian
Americans? Why must everyone get such a kick out o f the nega
tive, dumb or silly images of us in the media?
Society should recognize and give due credit to the real, talent
ed Asian Americans, not Hung. Aside from Asians in music or tele
vision, what about the authors and the community activists who
relentlessly push for equality and rights?
It’s bad enough that there’s a stereotype that Asian males are
tagged by imagery of Bruce Lee image or the Chinaman.
In the 1850s, many show’s included at least one yellowface act.
and the Chinaman character g.ave reasons for why Chinese people
shouldn’t have rights or be granted citizenship.
Asian Americans were portrayed as poor and mocked for their
awful eating habits.These stereotypes are absurd and only perpetu
ate unwarranted beliefs.
Emil Guillermo, an SFGate.com columnist, said, “The glorifica
tion o f bad is a nice twist ... And now I’m wondering why America
is extending the joke. Is there more than just the glorification of
bad, something driven by racism?”
Hung makes himself look more ridiculous than Jaleel White did
when he played the nerd Steve Urkel on television.
“ I’m trying to portray myself as difFerent from those stereotypes
... I try to learn from criticism as welL-w'ithout letting the criticism
get me down,” Hung said in a San Jose Mercury News article. “I’m
not so distant that I don’t learn from other people’s ideas or criti
cism.”
Darrell Hamamoto, a UC-Davis Asian-American studies profes
sor, said in a Mercury News column, “He’s a joke ... he feeds into
it.”
. Hamamoto said Hung is a Chinese cartoon character created by
the media.
Where are the strong Asian-American male role models in
media? They are nearly nonexistent.
Take a look at the actors in the 2002 film “Better Luck
Tomorrow,” a movie based loosely around four Asian Americans
living in the suburbs o f Orange County who engage in stealing and
other nontypical activities. The movie went against the notion that
Asians can’t excel beyond the classroom.
One o f the characters in the movie, Ben, is the perfect Asian
American — he’s smart, a perfectionist who wants nothing more
than to succeed at an Ivy League school. He and his friends, how
ever, start to experiment in crime, sex and drugs, which leads to a
disturbing and unnerving ending nontypical of Asian Americans.
While they aren’t role models, at least these characters are much
more realistic than what we normally see portrayed.
Hung meanwhile is only further allowing companies and media
to exploit the Asian-American stereotypes he reinforces. The com
pact disc by Hung makes my ears ache.
Watching Hung continue to make a fool out of himself dancing
with hot women makes me cringe. When will his 15 minutes of
fame end? I’m hoping it’s soon.
Jan et Pak is a w riter for the Spartan Daily at San Jo se State U niversity.
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Bryant to enter plea May 10
Jon S arch e
ASSOCIATED PRESS

EACiLE, Colo. — The judge in
the Kobe Bryant ease said
Wednesday the NBA star will for
mally enter a plea in his high-profile
sexual assault case sometime during
a three-day hearing that starts May
10.

State District Judge Terry
Ruckriegle granted a prosecution
request to have a plea entered and
said he would like to do it
Wednesday. But he said he needed
to give the media time to file a
request to have a camera in the
courtroom for the procedure.
The Los Angeles Lakers star has
n’t spoken in open court since
August, when he answered “No, sir”
to a simple question from the judge
handling his preliminary hearing.
Bryant, 25, is accused of raping a
19-yer-old employee at a Vail-area
resort last June. Bryant, who has said
the two had consensual sex, would
face four years to life in prison or 20
years to life on probation if he is
convicted of felony sexual assault.
He was expected to leave for
C'alifornia in time to play in the
Lakers’ playoff game against
Houston late Wednesday.
The arraignment was set as a
three-day pretrial hearing wound

ilown without resolution of two key
issues: Whether the accuser’s sexual
history can be used against her at
trial and a defense request to dismiss
evidence that includes a hospital
exam of the NBA star.
More than 2 1/2 days of the
hearing were held behind closed
doors, with sheriff’s investigators, a
nurse and others trooping into the
courtroom to testify.
Theie was speculation that
Kuckriegle would wrap up argu
ments on the sexual history issue.
But more witnesses are expected to
testify next month about the
accuser’s sexual activities.
The issue is important because
the defense contends that injuries
found on the woman during a hos
pital exam could have been caused
by other sexual partners surround
ing the time of her encounter with
Bryant.
Prosecutors say the details are
irrelevant in determining whether
the woman was raped.
Ruckriegle has already barred
defense access to the woman’s med
ical records, except for those from
her sexual assault exam. Experts,
however, say the defense will proba
bly call witnesses to testify about her
purported suicide attempts and pre
scription drug use.
The judge did rule Wednesday

that hearings on the relevancy of
the woman’s medical and mental
health history, and any evidence of
alcolu)! or drug use, will be closed.
He rejected suggested alternatives
from media groups, including
open-court discussions without
specific details.
“The evidence does contain
informaticTn which is prejudicial
and inflammatory, the disclosure of
vvhich presents a substantial proba
bility of harm to the fairness of
these proceedings and the overrid
ing interest (of the woman’s priva
cy),” Ruckriegle wrote.
Meanwhile, two detectives who
spoke with the NBA star shortly the
alleged attack testified Wednesday,
along with an expert in audio tech
nology and Mike Ortiz, a member
of Bryant’s security team.
The defense says sheriff’s investi
gators Dan Loya and Doug Winters
improperly questioned Bryant and
botched the execution of a court
order to gather evidence last July.
Loya also taped Bryant’s statements
with a miniature recorder in his
shirt pocket.
The defense wants Ruckriegle to
toss out the secretly recorded state
ments, a T-shirt stained with the
woman’s blood and the results of an
examination performed on Bryant
at a Glenwood Springs hospital.

LOOK^f-QR US AT YOUR LAV^RITE REOGAE FES*TIX/Al

Sunday May ZZ Z-Z pm
1750 Prefumo Canyon Rd
off Los Osos Valley Rd

For directions, call (8 0 5 ) 234-3223

Students and locals welcome!
clothes, furniture, books, and more...

All proceeds support

Co^d professional
Business Fraternity
Hosted by Delta Sigma R

Jockeys hint at Kentucl^ Derby
boycott if barred from wearing ads
B eth H arris
ASSOCIATED PRESS

LOUISVILLE, Ky. — Two jockeys said Wednesday
they might not ride in the Kentucky Derby if a federal
judge bars them fmm wearing advertising patches dur
ing the race.
The jockeys have filed a First Amendment challenge
to a state law’ that bans jockeys fmm wearing advertis
ing, promotional or cartoon symbols. A second lawsuit
filed by jockeys argues they should be allowed to wear a
patch with the name of their union, the Jockeys’ Guild.
The jockeys want U.S. District Judge John Heyburn
to block the state law. The judge said he would decide
the case Thursday.
Jockey John Velazquez is set to ride Bollard’s Vision in
Saturday’s race and Jose Santos will be aboard
Limehouse. Both men are part of the advertising lawsuit.
“Basically, the threat is that we will be escorted out of
the racetrack,” Velazquez said on ESPN’s “Cold Pizza”
show. “If we will be escorted out of the racetrack, there
will be no Kentucky Derby, put it that way.”
If the two men don’t ride, substitute jockeys could be
assigned to their mounts. It was not clear if other jock
eys also would boycott.
Attorneys for the Kentucky Horse Racing

Authority, the state agency that enforces the rules, say
they worry that letting jockeys wear ads could lead to
corruption. They also argue that the presence of ads or
other patches could hamper racing officials’ ability to
determine a winner in a tight finish, or whether a foul
was committed.
Other states, such as New York, California and
Florida, permit jockeys to wear ads and the guild patch.
Todd Pletcher, trainer of both Limehouse and
Pollard’s Vision, questioned whether Churchill Downs
or the Kentucky Horse Racing Authority would have
the right to escort jockeys off the track for having ads
on their pants.
“1 don’t know if that’s legal or not,” he said.“Whether
or not the jockey would actually refuse to ride in the
Kentucky Derby, I don’t know that, either. I’m sure that
if some of these guys chose not to ride, there would be
other guys that would choose to ride.”
“The bottom line is I’m not concerned about it,” he
added.
Pletcher said jockeys should be allowed to wear
advertising if the owner o f the horse they’re riding gives
approval.
Fourteen jockeys were fined $5(X) for wearing the
guild patch during last year’s Derby. They appealed the
fine to a state court; that case is pending.
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(Next to Hollywood Video)
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** Crossword

ACROSS
1 Run up
6 Building block
11 It’s a m ess
14 Range orphan
15 O scar winner
Zellweger
16 'T h is ____shall
pass"
17 Hippo tail?
18 Zoo for
newborns?
20 Ceremonial
drumstick?
22 Suffix with
sermon
23 Stretch out
,24 "A Taste for
Death" author
26 Fall behind in a
race
31 Police blotter
abbr.
32 Best friend's
dinner, maybe

33 Musical
selection
36 Racing initials
39 Liq uid ____
(refrigerant)
40 By hook or by
crook, e.g.
41 Plains tribe

Edited by Will Shortz

Popular pen
pitcfier?
63 Scamp
64
65 Soccer great
Maradona
i Oil holder
When Can.

TT”

W
l.

4. ’>

Scxjnd some
strings
Nations Unies
members

44 Folk singer
Seeger

fT T "

:
T
i
: If

Thanksgiving

45 Cable giant

DOWN

47 Wizard
49 1960's
Firedomes

«JV.*

Extra: Abbr.
Extra

Like a kid at the
è'
circus

53 "Charge"
missing from
18-, 20-, 55and 61 -Across,
and 11- and
28-ITown

J
1

Buck
G'î
Deem
appropriate
Florence’s river
Unsuccessful
candidate in the 29 Some spa
mixtures
2004 primaries
Ahead of tfie
30 issues
pack
34 Single-edge
Amish growtfi
knife
Sushi stock
35 First name i
Actuary?
cooking
Nutty cake
37 Lug
Couples
38 Equal

54 "Wishing won't
m ake____"
55 Plum permit?

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

f^oint on a line
grapfi

Bottom, slarigily
Cookie holder
Domain
Blue Bonnet
e.g.
Aitilele
worsfiipers"^

iS

w m SSm

r
L
h

celebrates

42 C am era____
(film festival
prize)
43 Potmding tool

No. 0318
■;L

W Ki N ancy Salom on

41 International
trade place
43 S .F. hours
46 Nitwit
48 Make do
49 Mark of
conformity?
50 W ork____
51 Footnote abbr

52 So-called "cradle
of civilization"
56 Sauce brand
57
_________-Penh
58 The rain in
Spam
59 Tallow source
60 Some volleyball
hits
62 Bar-goers’ nticds

For answ ers, call 1-900-285-5656, HI .20 a minute; or, with a
credit card, 1-800 814-5554.
Annual sutiscriptions are available for the best of Sunday
crosswords from the last 50 years: 1-888-7-ACROSS
Online subscriptions Today's puzzle and more than 2,000
past puzzles, nytim cs corn/crosswords ($34 95 a year)
Stiare tips nytime.s.com/puzzleforum. Crosswords for young
solvers, nytimes com/learning/xwords.
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Co r r a l
Bo o k sto r e

www.eliiarrBlbookstore.cam
open Monday - Saturday

212 Modonna Rd. • San Luis Obispo, CA

w U N IV ER SITY S q u a r e
open 7 ikiys o week

fret involved
Penate &lood
Save Uves

BLOOD
DRIVE
Free BBQ Lunch

for all Ponon

M ay Brd M o tt Law n IO-I pm

DOWNTOWN
open 7 doys a week

Presented by;

Tri Couhtics Blood ^ank awd I^elta Sigma Pi
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CLASSIFIED
HELP WANTED
SUMMER CAMPS
www.daycampjobs.com

Summer Sports Camp Counselors
Near Stanford, $72-$90/day
W W W .DecathlonSportsClub.com

Models needed for 2005
swimsuit calendar. Call local
propeller mft. Piranha Props for
more info at 781-3848

CMRG is actively looking for
research candidates who have
sprained an ankle. Please call
805-549-7570 within 48 hours of
injury for more information about
this research study of an
investigational medication. If
eligible, you will be reimbursed for
your time and effort.

FUN - SUMMER
www.daycampJobs.com

HELP WANTED
Day Camps Seek Summer Staff
residing in or near the
San Fernando/Conejo Valleys
You can earn $280D-$3500-«Spend your summer outdoors
working with children!
888-784-CAMP
www.workatcamp.com

Kid’s Camp 2004
Camp Directors, Camp Counselors,
Counselors-in-Training.
City of Morro Bay
20-40 hr/wk, $7.00-$9.22/hr;
supervise children in summer day
camp setting.
Apply 595 Harbor, Morro Bay.
Call 772-6207
Deadline to apply:
May 21. 2004

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Cash paid for CDs. DVDs, Video
games, LPs and more
Cheap Thrills & Recycled
Records 712 Marsh Street,
San Luis Obispo

Wanted:
1 or 2 Dave Chapelle Tickets
Call Dan at 528-2435
I will pay top dollar!!

Tibetan Buddhist
Meditation and Dharma Teachings
with Lama Khedrub and
students. Ongoing on Wed.
evenings, 7-9 pm
See www.bodhipath-west.org
or call 528-1388, 528-2495

Green Party of SLO
Meets first Sunday of every
month
www.sIo.greens.org
Sales Reps Wanted!
Technology company expanding in
your area.
Please call Lisa at 440-1666 for
interview!

GET YOUR CLASSIFIED AD IN
THE DAILY NOW!!

HOMES FOR SALE

RENTAL HOUSING

Free list of all houses and
condos for sale in SLO call
Nelson Real Estate
546-1990 or email
steve@slohomes.com

Secure housing now for fall!
Cozy 1 & 2 bedrms near Poly
COLLEGE GARDENS
544-3952
284 N. Chorro, SLOrentals.com

RENTAL HOUSING
Condos & Apartments Available
3 bed/2.5 bath luxury condo near
• Poly @ $1900:
2 bed w/garage & hardwood floors
@ $1100:
Cedar Creek and Carhill condos:
Alta Vista Park Condo w/2 car
garage @ $1700:
1 bed @$775
www.slohomes.com
60 Casa St. Townhouses
Now taking applications for Sept,
10, non-smoker, quiet, no pets
543-7555, Ask for Bea
Large private room and bath, mini
kitchen, nice area, Los Osos
528-6199
Two rooms for rent in Los Osos
home! $400, $500,
full use of house, W/D, spa.
805-458-4496
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LOST AND FOUND
Lost female Brindle Boxer
10 yr. old, goes by Pepper
Reward if found!
541-0556

FOR SALE

Full pillowtop mattress set.
new, still in wrapper!
Retail $549, sac. $225 o.b.o.
431-1026

Queen pillov^itop mattress with
cherry sleigh bed, all brand new.
in boxes. Retail $1250, sac.
$550 o.b.o. Can separate.
431-1026
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Big W est’s best: Bertoni
wins Golfer of the Year
Sophom ore com es out on top
while te a m finishes near bot

Zito lives for the
Run for the Roses
Richard Rosenblatt

tom of pack

ASSOCIATED P R ESS

Tarrah G raves
M USTAN G D AILY

Cal Polys Travis Bertoni fin
ished sixth overall at the 2004 Big
West Men s Golf Championship at
the Tijeras Creek Golf Club on
Tuesday and was selected Big West
Golfer of the Year.
The Cal Poly’s m en’s golf team
finished 22 strokes behind tourna
ment winner Long Beach State,
placing seventh and shooting 886
overall.
Bertoni’s strong finish to the
season helped him win the award.
The sophomore had a pair of wins
and a second-place finish in his
last three tournaments.
“ I started off bad,” Bertoni said.
“ I didn’t play as well as 1 wanted
to, but I brought it back up to rea
sonable at the e n d .... I would have
liked to have played better.”
In addition to being named the
Big West Golfer of the Year,
Bertoni was selected for this year’s
first team all-conference. For the
sophomore, his short game was the
difference this season.
“I’ve been practicing a lot on
my short game,” Bertoni said.
“Nothing really changes though.”
The Mustangs finished seventh
as a team, a let-down from last
year’s second-place finish.
“We did OK — we were a little
sloppy,” senior Zach King said of
his team ’s perform ance at the
tournament. “There were only a
few shots between first place and
eighth place.”

KENTUCKY DERBY

COURTESY PHOTO SPO R TS INFORMATION

Last year, Travis Bertoni becam e the first M ustang at Division I to
c o r n ic e in the NCAA Championships. He is going back in 2004.

Despite Cal Poly’s average perfor
mance in the tournament. King said
another year of experience will
make all the difference next season.
“We have seven freshmen this
year,” King said. “It’s a rebuilding
year. I think we’ll be pretty good
next year.”
Bertoni was only five strokes
behind Long Beach State’s Todd
Saukkola and UC Irvine’s Vinnie
Poncino, who tied for first overall in
the tournament; Saukkola eventually
won in a playoff. Long Beach State
also won the conference title in a

team playoff with UC Riverside.
King placed 18th with a total of
219 for the tournament. Close
behind King was freshman Brycen
Wagner, who placed 19th at 222,
tying with UC Santa Barbara’s Greg
Wells and Joey Ramos.
Freshman Darren Blair had a score
of 79 with a total of 233 and placed
35th. Freshman Chris Kirk finished in
40th place with a score of 77 and a
total of 241.
Bertoni will compete in the NCAA
West Regional Championships on
May 17 and 18 in Bend, Ore.

LOUISVILLE, Ky. — Nick Zito’s
world revolves around showing up
for the Kentucky Derby.
The trainer has won it twice —
but not lately. He missed the last two
Derbies, and there was a brief time a
few weeks ago when it looked like he
might be out of luck again.
Yes, it’s been quite an ordeal for the
New Yoric trainer who fondly calls
Louisville his second home, but Zito
is back in the Derby business. He will
saddle Grade 1 stakes winners The
Cliff’s Edge and Birdstone in
Saturday’s race, with either quite
capable of winning.
“I have two horses with great cre
dentials,” Zito said Wednesday outside
his bam at Churchill Downs.“If they
get in the gate Saturday, I’m just going
to say,‘Hallelujah!’and go from there.”
A full field of 20 horses was
entered for the 1 1/4-mile Derby,
with official odds and post position
order to be determined later
Wednesday at the draw.
It wasn’t until The Cliffis Edge
won the Blue Grass at Keeneland on
April 10 that Zito knew he was head
ed back to the Derby. Before the race,
Zito’s two other Derby hopefuls —
Eurosilver and Birdstone — came
down with ailments and were pulled
out of the Blue Grass.
But a healthy The ClifTs Edge
saved the day with a rousing finish to
beat Lion Heart by a half-length, and
Birdstotie has fully recovered from an
elevated white blood cell count that
jeopardized his Derby chances.
Eurosilver wasn’t so lucky.The colt
who was high on the fist of most
Derby polls developed a gland infec

tion and probably won’t race again
until the fall.
Zito, 56, stayed optimistic despite
the setbacks, but once The Cliff’s
Edge rebounded from two losses by
taking the Blue Grass, the trainer
couldn’t hide his joy.
He blew kisses to the crowd. He
bowed. He punched his right fist.
Kentucky Derby, here he comes.
“Nick was so excited,” said Shane
Sellers, who rides The Cliff’s Edge.
Zito hxs saddled 12 Derby starters,
winning with Strike the Gold in
1991 and Go for Gin in 1994. Add
The Cliff’s Edge and Birdstone to the
list, and only three trainers have had
more Derby starters.
“Both horses have come up great,”
Zito said, “and it’s time to be here.”
In 2(XJ3, Zito won the Kentucky
Oaks the day before the Derby with
Bird Town, a half-sister to Birdstone.
Zito spent Derby day in Lexington
and watched the race on TV. Two
years ago, he turned handicapper and
correctly picked War Emblem to
win.
Now he can choose between his
own horses.
The Cliff’s Edge, named for
Equibase chartcaller Cliff Guilliams,
is a big, stout son of Gulch who was
2-for-2 at Churchill Downs last year
— a 7 3/4-length win in the
Iroquois and a three-quarter-length
victory in the Kentucky Jockey
Club. He is the best of the bunch.
With four wins, tvs'o seconds and
third in eight starts, the colt has
earned $835,258 for owner Robert
LaPenta, who bought The ClifTs
Edge for $2(K),(KM) at the Keeneland
yearling sale.

Tragic Tillman death hits clo se to hom e for Cal Poly
Commentary
What is the definition of a true
man?
1 used to think I knew him. He
was Joe Montana and the way he
flicked a ball.
He was Mark McGwire for 70
wrong reasons. He was a guy who
could play a game pretty darn well.
To others he might be one of
those shaggy-haired Beatles, a Brad
Pitt, that guy in the weight room
every day.
But give any of them a gun with
someone shooting back, and you’ve
got something like a guy running
from an avalanche.
No, 1 know what a true man is,
and he’s everything Pat Tillman used
to be and everything his brother,
Kevin, still is.
I couldn’t help but feel a sense of
pride stir up inside me this past
week, that unexplainable movement
that lifts your spirit and sends a boost

shooting through your body.
It started in sorrow. I never knew
them. Pat, a man who had given up
millions of dollars in a potential NFL
contract to join the Army Rangers in
2002, was killed last Thurs<Ly in
combat.
Kevin, a man
who made an
equal sacrifice
serving along
side his brother
in Afghanistan,
was once a Cal
Poly student and
baseball stand
out.
What other
alumni would
you rather proceed at a university?
What’s better for a college than
claiming a man like Kevin?
Kevin played baseball at Cal Poly
for two years. He left in 2001 as a
Big West All-Conference selection
to pursue the major leagues. He got

as far as the Cleveland minor-league
system before he took a leap of
humility, honor and nobility.
A man, who like his brother, gave
up potential greatness anif money to
become an Army Ranger — and
was sent to the heart o f the fire.
This isn’t “MASH.” It puts danger
in a new context.
“Just the other day I was thinking
during the game,” Mustang baseball
administrative
assistant
Dick
Morrow said. “The national anthem
... it means a little more now that
I’ve known Kevin. It hits close.”
He didn’t do it for the story he’d
become, and in fact, he’d probably
refuse to read this article. The broth
ers were not even happy with
ESPN’s decision to award them the
2003 Arthur Ashe Courage Award.
Since they made their decision, they
have refused to do media interviews.
Morrow, a man who has dedicat
ed a better part of his life to Cal Poly
baseball, remembers shaking Kevin’s
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M Golf (7th place) ® Big West

Baseball ® Cal St. Fullerton

Travis Bertoni - sixth place (2 1 4 , -2)

fri.-sun., aprii 30may 2

Baseball (4) vs. Long Beach State (1)
Cal Poly - lost six straight to 49ers

Softball (7) ® UC Santa Barbara (1)
Roni Sparrey - 3 for 4, RBI

W Tennis (4) vs. Pacific (1)
Cal Poly - Third at Big West

hand at the end o f the final game of coaches generals, players soldiers and
the 2(X)1 baseball season.
the court a battlefield. But never
“‘Thanks for being a Mustang,’ I again.
Athletes fight, and they’re given
said,” Morrow said. “Kevin replied
technical
‘Thanks for letting
fouls and
me be one.’”
The
national
anthem
fined.
In
So much a com
. . . means a little more war you
petitor,
Morrow
now that Tve known fight until
once commented to
K evin. It hits close.
your oppo
him after he had
nent stops
made a couple o f
-DICK
M
O
R
R
O
W
spectacular fielding
breathing.
B aseb all a d m in istra tiv e assistant
Athletes
plays during prac
hear trash
tice, “You keep
fielding at second base like that, talk. In war you hear the screarrus of
and you’ll be the second best all- your comrades suffering death.
time third-baseman at Cal Poly,”
Athletes aren’t the true men.
said Morrow, w ho was a former
Kevin brought the body o f his
Mustang second baseman.
brother to the states from
And M orrow wasn’t surprised Afghanistan on Monday,
when Kevin made his decision to
Put him on your wall. Model
do something other than enter- yourself after him. There’s your true
taining people. People like me.
man.
I’ve made my references to
Dan Watson is a journalism
sports in the context o f war before sophomore and Mustang Daily
— but never again. I’ve called columnist.

Softball vs. Cal State Northridge
sat.-sun., may 1-2

Baseball vs. UC Irvine
fri.-sun., may 7-9

Track & Field ® Stanford All-Comers
sat.-sun., may 8-9

M Tennis (1) ® ITA Regionals (4)

Softball vs. Cal State Fullerton

Cal Poly - Fourth at Big West

sat.-sun., may 8-9

(Question
What Other city beside Chicago had a Wrigley Field?
Yesterday's answer: T h e r
jo n . Congrats to trivia kiiif;
ITan Fake.

us led everyday lait teaalury Ldovieijoscph and

Sports editor Sean Martin c.m be reached at 756-1796 or
niustangdailysports@yahoo.coin

